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ABSTRACT

A new gyro wheel drive system composed of an induction
motor on the same shaft as, and in electrical series witfl, a
permanent magnet motor has been designed , analyzed , imple-
mented , and tested .

Its open loop operating characteristics have been
determined for both a voltage source and current source
power stage. The system is too unreliable in the open
loop mode for high precision gyro applications.

A closed loop control scheme that relies upon the
sensed back EMF of the PM motor has been developed to
commutate the two motor system . Its steady state and
transient response characteristics have been documented .

It has been shown that the entire system employing the
two motors and closed loop control algorithm can start
the gyro , accelerate it up to synchronous speed , and main-
tain synchronous lock much more effectively and efficiently
than previously used hysteresis synchronous motor systems.

Also , it has been demonstrated that the same system
can power the gyro through a rotary transformer interface
with little degradation in system performance. The
transformers would replace the flex leads that are present
in existing systems. This would further improve upon the
performance of the inertial navigation platform.

Thesis Supervisor: John G. Kassakian
Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Overview

For many applications in guidance , certain direction-

al references are required which serve as the basis for

obtaining navigational data. These references must be

maintained with little error despite various interferences.

To date, the most suitable device for obtaining these ref-

erences is the gyroscope.

A gyroscope is an inertial sensing device , i.e. if

no outside forces act upon it, it maintains its orienta-

tion with respect to inertial space (the stars) indef in-

itely. The physics and design of this device have been

more than adequately covered in a variety of texts1’2’3.

However, to form a basis for the remainder of this paper ,

a short summary of its operation is included here.

A simplified vector model permits quantitative

analysis of the device while maintaining the simplicity of

1 . .its geometric properties. The governing equation des-

cribing the forced response of the gyro to an applied torque

can be developed with reference to Figure 1. It is

W . x H  ~~T 1.1
i 5

where W~ is the angular velocity of precession of the gyro
1 s

angular momentum vector with respect to inertial space; H5 is

the spin angular momentum of the gyro: and T is the applied

torque.

—9—
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FIGURE 2: single Degree of Freedom Gyroscope1
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In effect, the spin angular momentum vector pre—

cesses with respect to inertial space in an attempt to

align itself with the applied torque vector. Alter-

nately , one can say that if the spin angular momentum

• vector is precessing with respect to inertial space, it

produces torque in the direction shown.

In order that the measure of this torque be as

error free as possible, there are three basic require-

ments for the gyro wheel related directly to the defin-

ing equation. They are:

1. The angular momentum , Hs~ 
should be as high and

as constant as possible.

2. The mass and dimensional instabilities of the

gyro wheel with respect to time, temperature ,

and acceleration must be small.

3. A high degree of dynamic balance must be main-

tained.

The gyroscope functions in one of two modes. In

the displacement mode the gyro wheel is suspended so

that essentially no force can act upon it. It is then

instrumented to measure the angular displacement , rela-

tive to the spin angular momentum vector of the gyro, of

the vehicle carrying the gyroscope. In the second mode,

the force mode, the gyro is constrained to follow the

—11—
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motions of the vehicle and it is instrumented to measure

the torque or force required to keep the gyro ’s axis

aligned with a vehicle axis.

A single degree of freedom gyroscope which has no

gimbals other than that of the gyro element itself can

be operated in either the forcing or displacement mode.

In some forcing mode applications a gyro may be used

to precess an inertial platform at a constant rate by

a known torque about the gyro output axis. The purpose

of this project was to investigate a novel drive system

for this gyro.

A general view of a single degree of freedom gyro-

scope is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen in this de-

sign , there is a gyro wheel inside a float which is

suspended in a fluid and has freedom of limited motion

about one axis. The motor to power the wheel is inside

the float and power is provided through very thin flexi-

ble connections called flex leads. There is an angular

displacement detector signal generator on one end of the

device and a nulling torque generator on the other end.

1.2 History

The primary concern of gyroscope designers is the

elimination of torque uncertainty about the output axis

of the gyro . This uncertainty causes an unpredictable

-12-
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• gyro drift, which is a failure to maintain the inertial

• reference direction , and therefore an error is intro-

duced into the calculation of the position or accelera-

tion of the vehicle using the system. The technological

history of the gyro, therefore, has been a never ending

search for better support and drive materials to reduce

friction at all rotating points, minimize mass shifting

or deformations, and increase the speed and efficiency

of the drive motors.

Early gyros were supported by ball bearings about

the output axis. Subsequently, the gyro element was

floated in a liquid and the ball bearing replaced by a jew-

eled bearing. The fluid filled an annular gap a few thou-

sandths of a centimeter wide between the gyro element and its

surrounding case. The jewel was later replaced by a pas-

sive magnetic field suspension . This device keeps the

gyro element centered in its case, supports the residual

weight not compensated f or by the flotation , and is

virtually frictionless.

New bearings for restraining the rotor from shifting

along its spin axis produced a significant improvement in

gyro performance since a shift in position of anything

inside the gyro element produces an unacceptable torque

when the device is acted upon by gravity or acceleration .

—13—
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Gas bearings are currently used in high performance

gyros. Although at start a much higher torque is re-

quired , the bearings have no running friction and they

keep the rotor shaft centered with much tighter

tolerances than the old bearings.

After assembly, a gyroscope is tested for its

drift characteristics. Any drifts that are constant

with time can be compensated . However , random effects

can only be minimized by good design , manufacture and

servicing. It is these random effects that limit the

accuracy of the gyroscope and it is because of these

problems and the limitations of conventional gyros that

designers have tried new and exotic techniques. Differ-

ent support structures for gyros have been investigated

including cryogenic and electrostatic techniques1 as

well as an active magnetic suspension4. Other forms

of angular momentum have been studied including the

vibration of fluids and atomic particles1. Even the

difference in the propagation times of oppositely

directed beams of light have been used (ring laser gyro)1.

At the present most of these methods are still

experimental or applicable only to specialized situa-

tions. The most widely used and most reliable system

in use today is still the conventional system explained

in the preceding pages. This thesis investigates one

— 14—



• of the novel options that have been suggested for im-

• proving the conventional gyro wheel drive system in

order to evaluate its feasibility for future gyro de-

signs.

1.3 Gyro Drive System-Conventional Design

The function of the spin axis drive motor is to

drive the gyro wheel at a constant speed and require

the least power necessary to perform satisfactorily

under load . The gyro has no productive work out-

put and therefore the motor has only to supply

enough torque to overcome windage and bearing

friction at synchronous speed and starting fric-

tion at standstill. Depending upon the nature of the

gas bearings used , the torque required at start can be

up to three times greater than that required at the

synchronous speed.

The drive methods used in the past have included

air drives, hysteresis synchronous motors, and induc-

tion motors. The air drive system is used only for

non—precision situations . Induction motors are used

where efficiency of the drive system is required and

a 1 to 3% variation in gyro wheel speed can be

tolerated. Until recently, precision instruments re—

quired hysteresis synchronous motors driven by fixed

frequency supplies.
—15—
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The hysteresis motor is a self—starting synchronous

ac motor whose starting torque is generated as a result of

magnetic hysteresis energy losses in the rotor , the

losses being induced by a rotating magnetizing field

which is produced by the stator windings . At synchron-

ous speed the rotor and stator magnetic fields are rotat-

ing at the same speed and therefore rotor losses go to

zero. Synchronous operation is maintained by the fact

that the rotor , at synchronism , supports a residual

magnetic field.

The principal advantage of the hysteresis motor over

other synchronous machines is its ability to accelerate

a load inertia of any magnitude up to synchronous speed

providing the torque required does not exceed the hys-

teresis torque.

The motor itself is mechanically simple. The rotor

consists of only a ring of steel with no wires , slots,

leads, slip rings or brushes required . It is rugged and

rigid. It can be driven from a fixed frequency , fixed

amplitude supply and will run at synchronous speed using

only an open loop control scheme .

—16—



The motor has several disadvantages when compared

with others. It has a relatively poor efficiency on

the order of 30%. The residual magnetic field in the

rotor is reformed every time the whee l is restarted.

This means the rotor magnet ic  field strength is a func-

tion of the magnetic history of the stator flux and

rotor position . Transients in the excitation source

will also change the field. This variation in field

strength requires that the stator current change to

maintain the torque constant in order to keep the

wheel at synchronous speed. This change in current

causes a change in the heat dissipation in the motor

which creates a thermal  error . Also , a change in

current in the power leads changes their mechanical

properties~ ’
6. These effects combine to produce a

drift causing error torque about the gyro ’s output axis .

At synchronous speed the gyro wheel-hysteresis motor

combination has very little damping. If a transient torque

pulse is applied to the shaft, an extremely underdamped

response results. The rotor hunts about its synchronous

velocity (or angle) for several seconds. During this hunt-

ing, there is an instantaneous difference between shaft and

sync speed which introduces another error into the calcula—

tions.

—17—



1.4 Case-to—Float  Power Transfer  — Conventional Design

The motor driving the gyro wheel must receive power

from outside the float. This transfer of power must be

accomplished with a minimum of disturbing torque applied

to the free axis of the float, i.e. no torques that vary

with  time , displacement, or acceleration .

The power t r ans fe r  medium must produce a minimum

of bias and elastic restraining torque . Its torque

variat ion must have a low sensi t iv i ty  to current , vol t—

age, or power changes. Furthermore , there must be low

sensitivity to temperature changes and no hysteresis in

its rotational response.

For the past twenty years , the most widely employed

method of power transfer has been the flex lead . These

extremely p l i an t  leads are formed in a semicircular arc

between the f loa t  and the case (see Figure 2 ) .  One end

is fixed on the float and the other to a baffle plate .

By rotating the baffle plate , static flex-lead torque

can be adjusted to yield zero residual torque at null.

However, rotation of the baffle plate or float with

respect to the case changes the stress of the flex leads

which cannot always be predicted .

• Despite great advances in the materials technology

of the leads, metallurgical hysteresis and relaxation

—18—
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effects  may occur in the wires.  This changes the gyro ’ s

center of mass which changes the drift rate. Also ,

since the leads pass through the f lotation f lu id , the

current in them must be limited to protect overheating

of the liquid which could cause bubbles. If the leads

overheat too much , they could possibly burn out. Another

e f f ec t  noticed is that the leads magnetically at tract

each other.  If the current changes , the attraction

varies and hence the torque changes 5 .

1.5 Principal Requirements for the High Performance
Gyro Drive System

In any system u t i l i z i n g  a high performance gyro-

scope , there are usual ly  specific perfo rmance require-

ments as well as size and weight limitations. Since

this project was a feasibility study , however , it was

concerned with evaluating the operation of a new gyro

wheel dri ve system in princi ple on ly ,  wi thout a specific

use in mind.  Therefore , t he constrain t s used were

merely guidelines that give the general order of magni-

tude of the requirements of virtually all high per-

formance gyroscope systems .

The motor s used in high performance systems de-

liver between 2 and 15 watts of power at synchronous

speed while producing an output torque between 12 ,000

and 100 ,000 dyne-centimeters. In present systems the

motors run at speeds up to 45,000 revolutions per mm-

—19—



ute; however, for this project gas bearings were un-

available , and therefore , speeds of 6,000 to l2,000 rpm

were used . To simulate the gas bearing effect at start,

the motors were required to start with a load torque

higher than that which they drove at synchronous speeds.

Other requirements for the high performance drive

system are:

The rmal s tabil i ty: Very stable , low power into float

for a constant load over entire run time .

Torque: Very stable , low torque about the free

axis of the gyro. It should be predictable .

Center of mass and mechanical reliability : System

is to be operated continuously for extended

periods of time .

Heating of float: No unnecessary wires or electronics

should be on float. If electronics are required ,

the premium is on simplicity and efficiency.

With these requirements in mind , several different

designs have been considered utilizing a variety of drive

motors and power transfer techniques. The alternatives

are described in the following sections .

—20—
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1.6 Methods of Power Transfer

The principal requirement for the power transfer

medium is that it must supply the correct power and con-

trol signals to the motor on the float while allowing free

rotation of the float about its output axis without in-

troducing significant error torques. A problem that

arises in choosing the medium is the small size of the

float. This severely restricts the size of capacitors

or transformers that could be used which limits the

magnitude of the currents that can be supplied. This

situation is compounded by the fact that at start, the

motors must supply three times their running torque

which means a large current is required .

The following paragraphs document the various methods

considered.

1.6.1 Flex Leads

Their advantages and drawbacks have already been dis-

cussed. Their redeeming qualities are simplicity, long

life , and the fact that their operating characteristics

have been well documented through twenty years of use.

1.6.2 Electrostatic Power Transfer - Rotary Capacitors

One plate of the capacitor is on the float , the
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other on the case. The parameter limiting the useful-

ness of this technique is the size of the float. The

maximum practical value of capacitance per phase is 270

pf.

Due to this limitation as well as the breakdown

voltage of the damping gap fluid , power transfer through

the capacitors must be accomplished by superimposing the

motor drive frequency signal on a radio frequency

carrier. This necessitates the use of a demodulation

circui t on the float. The problem then is to make the

conversion efficiently without adding too much weight

to the float.

After much consideration and literature searching ,

the simplest method found to date was suggested by

Musoff7who used an extremely simple active demodulator

on the float . The system worked well when applied to a

hysteresis motor . However , its efficiency was only 51%

and 10% of the power trans~erred was actually dis-

sipated in the damping gap fluid. There is also a ques-

tion as to the long term electrical and mechanical

reliability of the demodulator circuit on the float.

Since the float is encased in a fluid and carefully

balanced , it is desirab le that servicing of it almost

never be required .
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The chief advantage of this system over others is

the fact that the attractive force between the plates

can be made extremely low by using a high enough carrier

frequency.

MR~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1/2 7~.IRp4 5 ON ~~~ I
PRIMARY I \
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• I
SECONDA RY ‘ 

/

Figure 3: Air Gap Rotary Transformer9

1.6.3 M~gnetic Power Transfer - Air Gap Rotary Transformer

A rotary transformer (see Figure 3) consists of coils

wound on circular ferrite cores. The primary and second-

ary are concentric and separated by an air gap. Several

may be placed adjacent to each other axially within the

unit or radially at one position on the rotor9.
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Its advantages are:

1. It is practically frictionless.

• 2. There is no wear in high level power c i rcui ts .

3. It is reliable in high gravity or vibrational
environments.

4. It is exceedingly rugged.

5. It has a long operating life.

Its disadvantages are:

1. The air gap is the limiting factor for power

transfer .

2. There is a slight variation in amplitude with

rotation due to eccentricities in the fin-

ished rings.

3. Its efficiency is not as high as flex leads.

4. The finished instrument is larger.

5. There is an error torque introduced due to the

inhomogeneity of the core material.

• 6. There is an attractive force between the two

cores across the damping gap.

This device has already been used in at least one proto—

• type gyroscope system8. Many of its problems can be cir-

cumvented.

1.6.4 Magnetic Power Transfer - Hollow Core Rotary
• Transformer
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This device is similar to the air gap transformer

except that instead of an air gap separating two cores

• the primary and secondary coils are enclosed in a

single hollow ferrite core. The primary is secured to

the core while the secondary is suspended in the hollow

and is free to rotate with respect to the primary about 2°.

It is supported by connections to the float at perhaps

two openings in the core.

This transformer has many of the advantages of the

air gap type. However , the problem of magnetic attrac-

tion of the cores is reduced and the device has a higher

efficiency. Its limitations are systems oriented. It

has less freedom of rotation. It is much more difficult

to make and service. Once installed on the float it

makes for poor heat transfer. Finally, it has undocu-

mented problems with regards to error torques caused by

coil attractions and attractions between coils and the

ferrite core.

1.7 Candidate Motors

1.7.1 Hysteresis Synchronous Motor

By virtue of its many desirable properties it must

be included in any comparison . However , as has already

been discussed, it has several severe disadvantages.
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1.7.2 Permanent Magnet Motor

A permanent magnet motor is physically very similar

to a hysteresis motor. It is only necessary to sub-

stitute for the hysteresis rotor one made of a hard

permanent magnet , e.g. Alnico . Theoretically, if a PM

motor could be brought near to synchronous speed it will

lock onto the stator frequency . Then it could be run

with a fixed frequency, fixed amplitude supply similar

to a hysteresis motor supply.

The motor has several problems however. At syn-

chronous speed, the system is extremely underdamped and

hunts excessively i f  disturbed . This hunting can be so

severe that it can throw the motor put of synchronous

lock. If this occurs, the average torque of the motor

will go almost to zero and either an auxiliary motor

will be required to get the system back up to sync or

the supply frequency will have to be reduced in an

attempt to catch the rotor again . Also , since a PM

motor has no hysteresis torque, it must either have an

auxiliary starter motor or be started with a variable

low frequency signal which rotary transformers could

not handle .

Several schemes have been devised or suggested in

order to overcome these problems. D. Fulton6 has de-
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veloped a closed loop control system for commutating the

PM motor and operating it at a fixed synchronous speed by

sensing rotor position using the motor back EMF . Effi-

ciencies of 93% have been obtained . Starting of the

motor is accomplished by a frequency ramping technique

which would have difficulties at low frequencies in a

transformer coupled situation .

1.7.3 Induction Motor

An induction motor is rugged , reliable , and

can start using ac excitation. However, its start cur-

rent, with a fixed amplitude voltage excitation ,

is excessive (4 to 5 times its run current), its efficiency

at run speed is not as good as a PM motor (80 to 90%), it

has thermal dissipation on the rotor , and it requires some

form of closed loop control system to keep it running at a

specified frequency. This closed loop control requires

that some form of speed or position sensing device be on

• the same shaft as the rotor .

The design of this motor for gyro applications using

a simple , fixed voltage excitation requires a major

compromise. To obtain the high starting torque required

while keeping the input current low enough for the power

interface , a high resistance rotor (either squirrel cage

or wire wound ) is required . However , this reduces the
—27—



motor ’s efficiency at run speeds which means there is

greater heat dissipation in the float as well as higher

supply currents. Larger induction motors overcome this

problem in part by using deep bar squirrel cages (skin

effect) or wire wound rotors with slip rings to vary

rotor resistance . In gyro applications , the motor is not

big enough for effective deep bars and slip rings are pre-

cluded since they wear out.

1.7.4 Series Combination PM Motor and Induction Motor

The most attractive configuration found to date is

the series combination of an induction motor and PM motor

run on the same shaft. Because the motors are in elec-

trical series, the system requires no more power connec-

tions than the previous systems while it incorporates

the individual advantages of both motors.

At run speed (synchronous operation ) the PM motor

will supply the entire torque requirement since an in-

duction motor produces no torque when its rotor is

rotating at a speed synchronized with the excitation

frequency. This means there will be no current in the

induction rotor cage and hence no rotor losses at syn—
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chronous speeds. There will  still be losses due to the in-

duction motor stator winding resistance. Nevertheless, the

overall system operating efficiency can be made to approach

that of the very efficient permanent magnet motor. Also ,

since the current in the rotor goes to zero, the induction

motor can be tailored to supply the required high starting

torque with relatively low current at a fairly high fre-

quency through the use of a high resistance rotor , without

sacrificing synchronous speed efficiency.

Another factor in favor of this system is the

possible increase in efficiency of the power supply. A

PM motor has very little self inductance . As a result

a switching supply is not compatible with it due to the

large harmonics present unless a large inductance is

also added which takes up considerable room. Hence a

linear or quasi—linear 6 amplifier is required which is

not as efficient as a switching supply. An induction

motor on the other hand has a high self inductance . At

synchronous speed this inductance , if it is large enough,

can be used to filter the input to the motors thereby

reducing the harmonics of a switching signal.
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The series motor combination has properties similar

to that of a motor which has the induction cage and permanent

magnet combined in the same structure. This motor would take

up less space and operate in a manner similar to the series

system; however, the mechanical instabilities and fabrication

problems associated with such a complex rotor may preclude

its use in a high speed gyro system .

1.8 Summary and Problem Statement

The primary aim of the project was to investigate in depth

the most promising of the options in order to evaluate its

feasibility for future considerations . The scheme evaluated

in this thesis is the series combination of a PM motor and in-

duction motor powered and controlled through a transformer

interface. The induction motor is used to start the system

and the PM motor to run the wheel at synchronous speed .

The performance of the system was evaluated and compared

to that of present configurations. Its ability to reliably

start the gyro was determined . Its responses to various wheel

and signal disturbances were documented to ascertain if it

actually performed better than present systems. Its effi-

ciency was calculated. From a system standpoint , its reli-

ability was assessed . In short , the two motor system was

evaluated to determine if its operational characteristics

make it a feasible and perhaps desirable alternative to pre-

sent gyro drives.
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The major thrust of the project centered upon character-

izing, controlling , and powering the two motor system . An

induction motor of the appropriate size was obtained. It

was tested for its torque, speed , and current character-

istics. After the criteria for the optimum matching of the

two motors was decided upon , a PM motor was built to meet

these specifications.

The system was first analyzed and run open loop using

both a voltage source and a current source supply. It was

found that at synchronism the system was more damped than

existing hysteresis synchronous motor gyro systems. Its

performance at synchronism is therefore better than exist-

ing systems and it is more efficient ; however, other

problems exist that tend to make this system unfeasible .

The open loop characteristics of the system were

predicted analytically and then tested experimentally.

An analogy was made between the pull- in of this system

and the locking of a phase locked ioop . Good consis-

tency between the predicted pull-in range and experi-

mentally determined pull— in range was obtained . The

response of the system to steps of torque and tran-

sients in wheel supply were also observed .
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Since the open loop system had some serious problems ,

e.g. it had such a limited pull-in range that in practice

it is not self—synchronizing , a closed loop scheme was de-

veloped to start and commutate the motors. The control

system prevents inadvertent failure to obtain or maintain

synchronous lock and reduces the hunting of the wheel when

in synchronism .

The principal features of this part of the investi-

gation were the design of a power stage and the closed

loop control scheme. The power stage is a 2 phase cur-

rent source employing a pulse ratio modulation scheme (see

section 7.3). It is similar in principle of operation

to a power stage used successfully at CSDL for several

other projects.

The closed loop control system employs a variation of

the algorithm developed by D. Fulton6 that uses the PM

motor ’s back EMF to sense the PM rotor position to con-

tinuously control the angle of the stator magnetic field .

The amplitude of the stator field is controlled by a speed

control loop within the system that compares the angle of

the sensed back EMF to the phase of a clock . The induc-

tion motor , which is in electrical series with the PM

motor and the transformer interface , does degrade the PM

motor back EMF signal somewhat, but it is still sufficiently

unambigious to allow successful commutation .
—32—
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The entire system is started open loop at a reduced

frequency (1/4 synchronous frequency) to obtain maximum

torque out of the induction motor. When the rotor speed

is about .1 to .25 that of the synchronous speed, the

back EMF is sufficiently large to allow closed loop

commutation. The system is then switched to the closed

loop control circuit and is run up to synchronous speed .

The completed system minus the transformer inter-

face was tested for its synchronous response to steps in

torque applied to the shaft, phase transients in the

clock signal specifying shaft speed , and run-up char-

acteristics from a standing start. These character-

istics were then compared to the presently used systems

employing a hysteresis synchronous motor . Efficiency

calculations were also performed which showed the

superiority of the system over the present system.

After the closed loop system was shown to be viable,

a transformer interface was added between the power s~~ge

and the motors to simulate the interface that would

exist between the float and case of a gyro employing

hollow core rotary transformers. Although detailed

experiments were not performed on the modified system ,

it was shown that a nonambiguous back EMF signal could

be obtained through the transformers. Furthermore , the
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wheel was able to star t and run synchronously with little

change in its performance or efficiency (90% of original)

from the direct drive configuration .
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CHAPTER 2

Permanent Magnet Motor

The PM motor is the principle drive motor in the

gyro wheel power system used in this project. As has

already been stated,it is relatively unaffected by all

the things that disturb the rotor poles of the hysteresis

synchronous machine since its rotor is a hard permanent

magnet. Physically it it is just as rugged and as sim-

ple as the hysteresis motor. Its one significant drawback

is that it does not develop any significant net torque

unless the stator magnetic field rotates at the same

rate as the rotor field . There is no hysteresis torque .

This chapter presents the relevant permanent magnet

motor torque and voltage equations that characterizes its

operation .

2.1 P14 Motor Torque

The hard permanent magnet in the rotor and the currents

in the stator windings create magnetic fields in the air gap

separating rotor from stator. Torque is produced by the

interaction of these two fields as they attempt to align

themselves. The torque is proportional to the peak value of

the mmf waves and the sine of the electrical space phase

angle between them.
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The final form of the PM motor torque equation is

derived in Appendix A. It is

• T = K I H sin G 2.1• PM a r

where K is a constant of proport ional i ty ,  ‘a is the

stator current (1 phase) , Hr is the strength of the permanent

magnet and U is the angle between the stator and rotor

f i e l d s .

The PM motor torq ue is thus proportional to the stator

current, the strength of the permanent magnet , and the sine

of the phase angle between the 2 resultant fluxes.

2.2 Generated Back Vol tage

As the rotor of the PM motor rotates, the magnetic f l u x

lines of the permanent magnet cut the coils of wire on the

stator thus producing a back voltage at the motor terminals

through generator action . The characteristics of this voltage

can be derived with reference to Figure 4 which is a sim-

plitied model for one phase of the stator of a 2 pole machine .

The spinning magnet produces a sinusoidal space wave

of flux density B at the stator surface such that

B = B  cos t 2.2apeak

where P is in electrical degrees and

B = p H  2.2bpeak o peak

where Hp k  is the magnetic intensity of ~he permanent 
magnet.
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I” 

\
‘\ Magnetic Axis of

FIGURE 4: Simplified Model for One Phase

of A 2-phase PM Motor

Assume the rotor is rotating at a constant angular

velocity of ~A electrical radians per second . When the

rotor poles align with the stator coil magnetic axis, the

flux linkage is N4 where ~ is air gap flux per pole 
which

is determined as follows:

= f~ B eakcosO 
fr dO = 2B eak2r 2.3

where ~ is the axial length and r 
is the radius of the

stator at the air gap. For a P-pole machine this becomes

4~ =~~~2B fr 2.4
P peak

As the rotor turns , the flux linkage varies as the

cosine of the angle 0 between the magnetic axes of the

stator coil and rotor bar. Therefore, the flux linkage

becomes ,

A = N ~ cos wt 2.5
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then

• e = ~~~~= - N ~~sin u~t + N ~~cos wt. 2.6

Since the permanent magnet is “hard” , ~ will not change

with time and therefore

e = - w N ~~sjn wt = —uN~~sin O 2.7

2.3 Relation Between Rotor Position and Back Voltage

• With reference to Figure 5 and section 2.2 , the

rotor flux as seen by the stator coil is

~~r B  cos ® 2.8p peak

The back vol tage equation is

e — w N~~ sin ® 2.9

As can be observed , the generated back voltage leads

• the rotor flux by 9 00 . If the stator current could be

forced to be in phase with this back voltage then , sirice

the stator flux is in phase with the stator currents ,

(section 2.1) the two mmf fields will be 90° apart and

the maximum torque angle will automatically be maintained .
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Chapter 3

Induction Motor

The induction motor is used to start the system and

to provide the needed extra inductance to permit the use of

a switching power stage. Since it is permanently coupled

to the PM motor both electrically and mechanically, its

operating characteristics (torque, terminal voltage, inertia,

• etc.) affect the operation of the entire gyro drive system

even during synchronous operation . Therefore, it is

necessary to be able to predict the motor ’s actions under

those conditions that would occur during both the run-up

and synchronous operation of the gyro system.

This chapter presents the torque and voltage equations

that define the operating characteristics of the induction

motor during both asynchronous (start) and synchronous

operation .

3.1 Torque - Slip Curves for Induction Motor - Asynchronous

Operation

The determination of the induction motor ’s torque out-

put and back voltage is much more complex than for the PM

motor since one has direct access only to the stator wind-

ings. The rotor , made up of short-circuited bars of con-

ducting material , has a voltage induced in it by the action

of the stator field , “cutting ” across the bars. The volt-
—39-.
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• age produces a current which , in turn, produces a rotor

flux field which interacts with the rotating stator field

to produce torque.

The gyro drive system has both an asynchronous and

synchronous mode of operation. It is started asynchronously,

• i.e. a fixed frequency excitation is applied to the motor

terminals and the system accelerates due to the torque

developed by the induction motor . An approximate steady

state analysis of the induction motor ’s torque output during

this process can be performed with reference to Figure 5

which is a one phase equivalent circuit for the induction

motor developed using d—q coordinates)0

____ 

R1 L1 
L2

• —JVW
-~~~ -~~~

(~~)V 

I]~ 

L3 

1
2

FIGURE 5: Induction Motor

Equivalent Circuit
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In this circuit the core loss resistance is neg-

lected. The circuit parameters , referred to the stator ,

are:

V - rms input voltage per phase

I~ 
- total rms input current per phase

12 ~
- total rms rotor current per phase (as seen from the stator)

- stator winding resistance per phase

R2 
- rotor cage resistance per phase (as seen from the stator)

- stator winding leakage inductance

— rotor cage leakage inductance(as seen from the stator)

• L3 
- magnetizing inductance

Other parameters of importance are:

- input excitation frequency

w5 
- synchronous angular velocity of stator

field

= for an 8 pole machine

- actual rotor speed

s - the slip of the rotor with respect to stator

field rotation . w —

S =

• The zero slip speed of the rotor (synchronous speed) is

1
w os 

= 
~~ 

4.1

— 41—
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The internal electromagnetic torque is,

T = q
1 
I~ —i newton - meters 3.1

for a 2-pole machine . The torque thus produced by an

induction motor is seen to be proportional to the

square of the rotor current and inversely propor-

tional to the slip frequency .

If the power source to the motor were a voltage

source then , by simple circuit analysis (solving for

12 as a function of input) the equation relating

torque output to the input voltage is

P 2 2

T 
-

~~
- q1 

R
2 

V (w~~ L3
)

v PR  2 2 2 2
____ - w .  L1(L2-4-L3)—cQ

.~~L2L3) +w. (R 1(L2+L3)+ 3.2

R2 (L1+L3
))2]

where P is the number of poles in the device .

If the power stage were a current source , as is

the case in the present system , then the torque equa-

tion would be

p 2 2

— 
2 q1 R2 I~ (w~~ L3) 3.3

I 2 2 2 2
s
~ 5

[
~
U
~~~

(L
2
+L

3
) + (—)

L • . 
• • _ _
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The following page contains plots of torque versus

rotor slip calculated from the motor circuit parameters

of the small 8 pole induction motor used in this project

(see Appendix B). The point where the two graphs in-

tersect is the point where the reflected voltage at the

motor terminals and the current into the motor are the

same for both methods of motor drive.

The two torque equations show that the developed

torque is inversely proportional to rotor slip frequency

and proportional either to the square of the input volt-

age or current. Hence, if the excitation frequency is

reduced or the current or voltage increased , one can

obtain a higher starting torque. In fact, if the excita-

tion frequency is reduced enough , the maximum torque

point of the curves can occur at s=l , i.e. at start (see

Appendix C).

The effective rotor resistance R2 also plays a role

in the location of the peak torque point. By increasing

R2 the maximum torque point moves towards the left on the

graphs which also tends to increase the starting torque.

3.2 Induction Motor Torque During Synchronous Operation

Theoretically, if an induction motor could be run

perfectly at its synchronous speed there would be no torque •
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produced . However, in the PM and Induction motor combina-

tion system (run open or closed loop), although the shaft

is said to be rotating synchronously there is some rotor

disturbance whenever a torque transient is applied. The

time average effect of this motion reduces to zero but

instantaneously the rotor can be rotating at a speed

different from synchronous speed .

As shown in section 3.1, whenever an induction rotor

cage is rotating at a nonsynchronous speed , a torque will

be developed . When the system perturbates around sync

this torque does not act as a restoring torque but as a

damping term. With a constant voltage excitation this

effect can be explained by the fact that the current into

the motor can change and thus the excess rotor energy is

transmitted to the voltage supply.

A constant current source , however , appears as an

open circuit to the motor and, therefore, it would be ex-

pected that there would be little damping. The reasons

explaining why this is not the case are presented in sec-

tion 3.2.2 using the alternate induction motor model

presented in section 3.2.1.
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3.2.1 Alternate Induction Motor Model

This model for the induction motor gives a much clearer •

picture of the motor ’s torque characteristic when it is op-

erating at or near synchronous speed (around the slip = 0

point). At synchronism , the motor can develop no torque as

was previously explained . However , with the ever present

rotor perturbations that exist , the rotor will instantane-

ously be rotating at a speed different from the synchronous

velocity. During this asynchronous operation , the stator

field induces a voltage in the rotor which causes a current

to flow which in turn creates a rotor flux that interacts

with the original stator flux according to the equation

Tifld = K
~~s~~R

sin ® 3.4

where •
~~~~~ 

and are the stator and rotor fluxes respec-

tively and 0 is the space phase angle between them .

The simplified model that will be used to explain this

mechanism was first proposed by D. Fulton11~. Figure 7 is

a schematic for the model which can be considered one phase

of a multiphase 2 pole motor.

— 
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I. =I cosw tin S S
L2

+

vB O T
_ _

FIGURE 7: Alternate Model For Induction Machine

The circuit parameters are :

stator winding resistance

stator winding leakage inductance

L2 effective stator-rotor mutual inductance as

seen from stator

N2

L7 = where N1 is the number of turns per

phase on stator and P is the air gap

reluctance

L0 rotor ntaglLctizing and leakage inductance

R rotor resi stance
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The current into the stator winding creates the stator

flux in the air gap. This field as seen from the stationary

stator is given by

N I N I
at R 

in 
R ~ COS w t  3...,

stator

where is the excitation frequency . This field rotates

about the periphery of the air gap as for the PM motor . The

rotor cage is turning and therefore the stator flux that it

encounters does not have the same frequency as the flux

referenced to the stator. The stator flux as seen by the

rotor is

N I
= ~ cos (w - w )t 3.6R s rat rotor

where is the rotor rotational speed.

This flux induces a voltage in the rotor V~~ given

by

d~
VR = N 2

_
~~ 3•7

N N (w —w
= 

1 2  s r  S sin (w —w )t 3.8P s r

where N2 is the effective turns per phase of the rotor

cage. This generated voltage produces a rotor current ‘R

such that

VR
= R + j (. ~ 

— . )L • 3.9
0 S r o
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If the slip is small , then R >> (w -w ) L ando s r 0

there fore

N1N2 (w 
_w
r)II = — = — ~ sin (w —w )t. 3.10R R0 R0 R s r

This current produces a flux

= 

N2
I
R 

= - 

N1 w
5
— ) I  

sin (w -w )t 3.11

at rotor °

Referring this back to the stator one obtains

N N  (w —w )I1 2  S r s sin w5 t 3.12
at stator R0R

This is the flux that interacts with to produce the

electromagnetic torque of the motor.

As can be observed, the phase angle between the

two flux waves for small slips is approximately 90° and hence

T = K  
~~rat stator at stator

2 2  2N N-~ I (w -w )1 S 5  r 3.13
R0 R

If w~ > w the rotor is rotating slower then the stator

field. A positive torque results implying motor action.

Conversely, if w < w the rotor is rotating faster than

the stator field and generator action results.
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3.2.2 Damping Effect of Induction Motor With Constant

Current Source

When the two motor system is running at synchronous

speed it will exhibit some rotor perturbation i.e. the

phase angle between the shaft and the rotating stator

field will have a small time varying component about some

fixed dc value. When this phase difference is increasing ,

the shaft is instantaneously going faster than the stator

field and conversely when the angle is decreasing it is

going slower than the field.

The angular displacement of the shaft will therefore

have the following relation ,

0 = w t + 0 ( t )  3.14shaft s 1

where w is the synchronous angular velocity and 01(t) is

the time varying hunting term.

The perturbation hunting frequency was found experi-

mentally to be very small (0 to 4 Hz). Hence the low slip

approximation made in section 3.2.1 is valid. The stator

flux is still

N I
= 

1 S cos w t 3.15R S
at stator

However , the rotor now sees a stator flux of ,

= 

N1I5 cos(w t—(w t + 0
1
(t))) 3.16

at rotor

N Il s
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This induces a voltage given by

— s N1N21 (— -
1

(t )VR
_ N2 dE = 

~ 
p ~~ sin(— 01

( t ) ) ]  dt 
3.17

The current that flows then creates a rotor flux given by

• N2IR —N 1N~I d(—01 (t))
= 

R R2 
sin [—0 1(t)]] dt 3.18

at rotor P0

Referring this back to the stator one obtains ,

N1
N~ I5 

_______= [ .
~ 

sin ( 6 5t ) ]  — 3.19H P Rat stator o •

Then , by an argument similar to that given in section 3.2.1

the torque thus produced is given by

T = K  
~~s ~~~~
at stator at rotor

N~N~I~ d01 (t)= — K  dt 3.~..6
R R
0

The torque is proportional to the rate of change of

the perturbation angle of the system about its desired

synchronous angle wet. Therefore , this is a damping term

and the induction motor will tend to attenuate any hunting

in the 2 motor system when in synchronous operation .

— , 
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~13. 3 Back Voltage ~t Induction Motor Terminals

When run open loop with a current source , the back

voltage of the induction motor has little significance and

could be ignored for all intents and purposes. However , in

the closed loop system developed in this project , the

induction motor voltage can be critical. The closed loop

system relies on sensing an unambiguous PM motor back EMF

for commutating the system . If the induction motor ’s EMF

contaminates the PM voltage enough , no commutation will be pos-

sible ~nd the system will not be able to maintain the re-

quired synchronous gyro speed .

The major problem in analytically determining the

back voltage of the induction motor is the fact that the

F 

eouations that model the system are coupled , nonlinear

differential eauations which are difficult to manipulate .

In a steady state situation , the approximate model used in

section 3.1 can be used . In a transient situation , such as

during hunting, the following analysis can be used to obtain

an approximate representation of the voltage.

Assuming a small slip caused by hunting durino

synchronous operation , the approximate model of section 3.2

can be extended to give a general idea cf what the back

EMF will look like with a constant current source.
—52—
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The rotor flux at the stator is (refer to Figure 7

N N 2I dO (t )
= 

R R2 
sin(w5t )  dt 

3.21

at stator o

The voltage induced in the stator by this flux is

~~~
V = N

1 
at stator

B dt

N 2N2
2 I d201 (t )  d0

1
(t )

= 

R R2 
~ [sin w5t dt + ~s dt cos w5t~ 3.22

0

In a steady state situation with

dO (t )

dt = constant = w1 
= slip speed 3.23

this reduces to

N 
2
N2

21 3.24
V = 

1 
—_

~~~ w w 1 cosw tB R R 2
0

As the slip increases a lag terms evolves from this

since L
0 
becomes significant. In other words, the volt-

age reflected at the motor terminals , af ter  eliminating

the leakage and winding resistance terms , starts to lag

the current.

For the transient hunting situation , the in-phase

term will cause little problem in the closed loop con-

trol system. The problem arises from the quadrature

term. This factor will contaminate the PM motor back

voltage signal during transients in current or speed in

• —53
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such a way so as to decrease the effectiveness of the

control system. As a worst case, it could contaminate

the back EMF signal of the PM motor to such an extent

that the control system would be unable to run the

motors properly. It might be possible to build a

mechanism into the control system to account for this

term ; however , in the present case this was unnecessary

since the term became negligibly small through the

proper choice of motors.
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Chapter 4

Description of Motor Requirements and Test Stand

4.1 Requirements for the Combination System

The specifications for the test stand were chosen to

reflect the needs of the closed 1oop system. There were

two principal requirements. First , the induction motor

had to develop the necessary starting torque at a given

excitation frequency and current. Second , the PM motor

had to produce the needed running torque with a minimum

amount of losses. These stipulations imply small wind-

ing resistance and low currents.

The closed ioop system uses two modes of operation

in order to meet the above performance requirements. At

start, the excitation frequency is fixed at one-fourth

the run frequency in order to obtain the required torque

from the induction motor. Once the system has run up to

approximately one quarter speed open loop , the system

switches over to closed loop control and runs the system

up to synchronous speed.

Figure 8 is a circuit model for the 2 motor series

system during synchronous operation. As can be seen ,

each motor can be modelled as a series combination of a

resistance, inductance , and a voltage source . The motor
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FIGURE 8: Circuit Model for Series Connection of

PM and Induction Motors at Synchronous

Speed
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• control algorithm relies upon sensing the back EMF of

the PM motor for commutating and operating the system at

synchronous speed . By knowing the motor terminal volt-

age (VA )? current 
~
‘A~ ’ 

and circuit parameters (Rind
RPM, Lind LPM), one can obtain the following ,

Vind + VPM = VA 
- IA NRind~~PM

) + s (L jfld+Lprl))• 3.25

In order to introduce the least distortion into the

PM voltage signal , it is desired that it be the dominant

term of all the voltage drops in the motor . As far as the

permanent magnet motor terms are concerned , this implies

that the rotor (PM) flux be large relative to the stator

• flux . This requires that a strong permanent magnet be used

on the rotor.

The generated back voltage of the induction motor

is proportional to slip and to stator current (section

3.3). If one reduces the current , the back voltage is

reduced . At synchronous speed , a minimum current results ,

for a given torque, whenever the PM rotor magnet is at

maximum strength. This follows directly from the PM motor

torque equation of section 2.1. It is probably possible

to develop an algorithm that automatically accounts for

this induction motor term; however , through the proper

choice of motors, the voltage term became negligible and

the algorithm was not needed .
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For maximum efficiency , stator winding resistive

losses should be kept to a minimum . This requires

larger wire volume (not more or less turns , j ust a larger

wire size) and low currents. A strong permanent magnet

rotor will once again require the least current and hence

provide for maximum efficiency.

A problem that arises in the operation of the system

is that the induction motor requires approximately 3 times

the synchronous current at start to overcome the starting H

friction and magnetic drag of the motors. The system

must be so designed that this current does not destroy the

PM stator coil or demagnetize the permanent magnet. This

requirement implies a reasonable wire size and limits the

number of turns on the stator of the PM motor.

The tradeoff , in summary , is as follows . To obtain

the lea st distorted back emf one wants the strongest

permanent magnet possible in the PM motor . For better

• efficiency (less resistive loss) and ability to survive

high start currents, a larger wire volume is required .

This increases motor size.

The induction motor chosen was a readily available

2-phase pump motor used in previous inertial navigation

systems. Although slightly larger than necessary, it

did have a high rotor resistance . This meant that the

_ _ _  IT
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maximum torque point occurred at a large slip (S = .35

for voltage source). Hence one could use a relatively

high starting frequency, one-fourth the synchronous fre-

quency, and still obtain a high torque even at rotor

standstill. This high start frequency further reduced

the restrictions on the interface rotary transformers

which had to be large enough not to saturate at start.

After the circuit parameters and running character-

istics of the induction motor were obtained (Appendix B),

the PM motor characteristics were decided upon (Appendix

A) to give the maximum torque per ampere and largest

back emf within the restriction that the windings and

permanent magnet be capable of surviving the high start

currents.

The transformers, added later, had to be large enough

so as not to saturate at the start frequency . This was

the condition with the largest volt—time product. Con-

currently, copper loss and core loss had to be kept low.

The final design for these devices is shown in Appendix D.

4.2 Test Stand

The test stand contained three 2-phase motors whose

shafts were connected together with universal lateral

couplings (see Figure 9). Along with the PM and induction

motors there wa s a 6 pole hysteresis synchronous motor.
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It was used for the initial tests on the other 2 motors

as well as to introduce an extra load torque on the series

motor system in order to test the system ’s response (see

section 8).

The stand also had a dynamometer built into it. Both

the PM stator and rotor were built on rotating shafts. Any

torque supplied by the PM motor to the main shaft was

reflected back to the stator. A balance arm was attached

to the stator shaft to which gram weights could be added

to determine the torque that the PM motor was producing .
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Chapter 5

Open Loop Operation

Initially the system was analyzed and tested to

determine if the series motor combination would have

enough damping and pull-in torque to be able to be

reliably run as a self-synchronizing open loop gyro

system. Although the open loop scheme was found im-

practical for reasons to be given in section 5.2 , sev-

eral observations were made and a novel scheme for pre-

dicting pull-in frequencies for the PM motor was de-

veloped .

5.1 Phase Locked Loop Analogy for the Acquisition of

• Synchronism in the Two Motor System

The equations of motion that characterize the

combination system as it attempts to acquire synchron-

ous lock in an open loop, current controlled mode of

operation are identical in form to those of a phase

locked loop as it tries to lock onto an input signal

within its pull-in range. Using PLL theory, therefore ,

it is possible to predict the pull-in range for the two

motor system. This can give the designer a feel for

how the induction and permanent magnet motors interact

and gives evidence of the system ’s ability to acquire

synchronous lock in an open loop mode.
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The following discussion details the 2 motor system -

PLL analogy.

5.1.1 Phase Locked Loop

A phase locked loop (PLL) is a frequency feedback

system comprised of a phase comparator , low-pass filter,

and an error amplifier in the forward path and a VCO in

the feedback path (see Figure 10). Its operating character-

istics are explained in detail in Appendix E.

FIGURE 10: Phase Locked Loop Block Diagram

In essence, if is sufficiently close to the

free running frequency of the VCO , the difference component

out of the phase comparator, Ve~ 
will pass relatively un-

attenuated through the filter and eventually the VCO will

synchronize or lock with the incoming signal. Once lock

is acquired , there is only a finite phase difference

— 64—
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necessary to generate the required V~ The system will I
lock whenever the input frequency falls within the capture

range of the system.

5.1.2 Analogy •1

To make the analogy between the series combination

of a PM and induction motor, run open loop with a current

source , and the PLL the following approximations were

made :

1) Only the fundamental component of current is

considered significant.

2) The bearing and windage friction of the system

combine to make the damping torque proportional

to shaft speed , i.e.

Tbearing + Twinda ge = f0 ~~~~~~ 5.1

3) The ratio between rotor speed and stator excita-

tion frequency is such that the system is oper-

ating on the linear section of the torque/slip

curve of the induction motor (see section 3.1).

4 )  The system ut i l izes  a pair of 2 pole moters.

inst~ad of the S pole devices actually used in

experiments.

The rotor speed is analogous to the VCO frequency

The stator field rotational speed has the same

• ~ 4!
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significance as the input signal V
~ 

to the PLL.

The pulsating PM motor torque (when not in sync) is

analogous to the error voltage Ve of the 1oop.

The free running frequency of the system is that

rotational speed which would be maintained if the in-

duction motor alone were driving the system. In other

words,with just the induction motor engaged , the shaft

speed will be less than the stator field rotational

speed by an amount equal to that slip speed necessary

to maintain the required torque level. Since with a

current of sufficiently high magnitude (greater than

.5 amp) the slip will he small (less than .05) , the non—

synchronous operation of the system will lie in the

linear region of the induction motor ’s torque - slip

curve for a constant current source (see Figure 11).

The following definitions are needed for the deriva-

tions:

w5: synchronous speed - same rotational speed as the

stator field.

rotational speed of system if it were powered

by just the induction motor — free running fre-

quency.
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coefficient of damping friction .

J: moment of inertia of system.

K: torque constant for a 2 pole PM motor under

balanced excitation , i.e.

TPM = KIsin~ 
5 . 2

where I is current per phase , ~‘ is the angle

between stator flux field and the rotor flux

field.

Tl d : induction motor supplied torque.

TPM : PM motor supplied torque .

The torque supplied by the induction motor when the

shaft frequency is is

T = f w = steady state torque 5.3
0 0 0

Because operation is on the linear portion of the induc-

tion raotor~’s torque-slip curve , (figure ll)as the rotor speeds

up (with the same current and stator frequency) the torque

is assumed to fall off linearly until at it is zero.

Therefore, the equation for the induction motor torque be-

comes ,

fw fw w
_ _ _  ° s oT. = w - .m d  w —w shaft w -w0 5 0 S

The torque equation for a 2 pole PM motor is
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TPM = KIsinq 5.5

t
where q~~f (w

5 
- wshaft) dt 5.6

The equation of motion for the entire system then becomes

TPM = 

~°shaft 
+ ~o 

0shaf t  - Tind

where 0 shaft is the angular displacement of the motor

sha f t  f rom a fixed reference and 0shaf t = wshaft.

After  substituting for T i d  and simplifying one ob-

tains

f w w  fw
TPM 

+ = ~ 0
~ 1~~f~ ~~~~~~~~ °shaft  5.8

The induction motor ’s torque is thus seen to produce
fw w

a “steady-state ” torque , 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

which contributes a steady-

state or free running rotational frequency of

wss 0

Therefore , by superposition , the PM motor merely works

around this rotational speed with an equation of motion

given by

TPM = 3
~~1 

+ 
_____  

5.9

or Klsinq = Jq~ + O s  5.10

~ 0 
—69—
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t t
where 4~ = f (Ws

_W
shaft)dt = w

5
t - I W h f t  dt 5.11

= s shaft
where = w t  and 

~ shaft  ~ w h f t  dt.

This system can be written in operator notation as

2 f w
TPM = 

~~~ + 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

5.12

or
= 

TPM 5.13
2 fwJs + ~~o 5  

~ sw —w
S 0

The system can be drawn in block diagram as follows :

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Js + 

—

~shaf t

—En
FIGURE 12: Block Diag ram of Series Connection of

PM and Induction Motors Run Open Loop



This diagram has the same configuration as a phase

locked loop containing a simple first order lag type fil-

ter in the feedforward path. If w5 and w0 are close

enough , the PM motor torque will become a slowly varying

function of time . The torque beat note then would no

longer be sinusoidal (see Appendix E). The waveform be-

comes an aperiodic cusp as can be seen in Figure 13a.

Due to the asymmetry of the waveform there will be a

finite dc component which will push the system toward

w and into synchronous operation.

Once in lock, wshaft w~ and only a phase error

will exist. Figure l3b shows the pull-in waveform for

the motor. As can be seen, its waveform closely matches

that of the PLL pull-in shown in Appendix E. Due to the

narrow filter bandwidth , the response of the motor sys-

tem is underdamped once synchronous lock has been achieved

as can be observed from the figure.

5.1.3 Prediction and Measurement of Capture Range for

Motor System

The two motor system - PLL analogy has a single

low pass filter and an open loop pole at the origin.

This means the feedback system is a 2nd order 1oop. The

system block diagram can be redrawn in terms of filter

time constants and 1oop gains as shown in Figure 14.
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The open loop gain ~~ is given by

w — w
Kv = KI 0 

5.14

and the filter time constant by

J(w -w
S 0

fw 5.15
o 5

Ihe capture range of a phase locked loop is diffi-

cult to predict analytically. Therefore , empirical

formulas have been developed to obtain an approximate

range. For the system shown above, with a first order

lag LPF the capture range W
c 

is given by 14

(w
s
_w

o
)max = rr = (1(1)1/2 5.16

It predicts the largest free running slip frequency

allowed for a given system at a given current.

The two motor combination used in this project

contained 2-eight pole machines. Therefore , the analogy

to a PLL breaks down somewhat since the phase detector

gives a torque waveform that varies at 4 times the

difference frequency instead of at the difference frequency.

As a result the expected pull in range should be less. In
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f act, since there is an integration in the loop one can make

the assumption that the open loop gain is smaller by a

factor of 4 over what it would be if the devices had only 2

poles. In other words , in the 2 pole systems

w —w
K = K I  ~ ° 5.17v f0w5

In the 8 pole system this becomes

w -w
K 

_ KI s o
v 4 fw

O s

Therefore the expected capture range then becomes

1(1 1/2 1/2
w = L4•5) = 1/2 ~~~ rad/sec

To test the prediction, the motor combination was run

open loop using the power stage described in section 7.

This current source power supply was run at several pre-

determined currents in order to measure several capture

ranges.

Using the power stage, and a tachometer circuit for

observation, for a given current the system frequency w~

was increased until synchronous lock could no longer be

obtained. Then this frequency was recorded along with the

current and the rotor frequency when just the induction

motor alone was run with this stator excitation . The PM

—7 5—
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motor was still coupled on the same shaft but it was no

longer connected in electrical series with the induc-

tion motor. The pull—in frequency or capture frequency

was defined as the d i f f erence between the final synchron-

ous frequency and the rotor frequency when just the in-

duction motor was supplying the torque. This was then

compared with the capture range predicted by the PLL

analogy . In all cases a pull in time of up to 3 minutes

was allowed .

The motor system ’s constants were found to be:

J = 811.5 gnrcm 2

K = 270,000 dyne-cm/ampere

87.5 dyne-cm/rad/sec

The following result were obtained :

trial # 1 2 3 4

current (amperes) .60 .58 .55 .50

rotor sync.freq. (Hz) 70.425 55.275 47.975 36.025

free running freq . (Hz) 69.05 53.95 46.675 34.775

capture range (Af actual) (Hz) 1.375 1.325 1.3 1.25

capture range (Af predicted (Hz) 1.13 1.11 1.08 1.03

Af actual/Af predicted 1.22 1.20 1.21 1.22

Table I
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As can be seen , the values predicted miss the mark by

20%. This can be attributed to several causes. First,

only the fundamental waveforms were considered while the

power stage introduced several harmonics that  might have

interferred with the pull—in process. Second , the initial

assumption that the open loop gain can merely be reduced by

a factor of 4 when using 8-pole machines could be invalid.

Third , the current s although nominally at the values given

above could vary somewhat due to the finite loop gain in the

power stage and therefore this also caused an error.

The consistency of the data , however , implies that the

pull-in range of the two motor combination and perhaps other

systems using a PM motor can be predicted accurately .

5.5 Results of Open Loop Tests

As demonstrated in the previous section , unless the

current into the two motor system is excessively high , the

motors will attain synchronous lock only for low excitation

frequencies. Once the system is locked , the frequency can

slowly be ramped up to the run frequency and the motors will

follow it. However , if the frequency ramps up too fast , a

transient occurs in excitation , or there is a torque transient

on the shaft, the system will fall out of synchronism and the

entire process will have to be repeated .
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A second starting method that can be used to start the

motors does not attempt to obtain synchronous operation be-

fore ramping the frequency. A low frequency start signal

brings the system up to approximately 1/4 full speed using

the steady torque from the induction motor . The frequency

is then ramped up to 1.1 times the run frequency. The in-

duction motor provides enough torque to enable the shaft

to follow the ramp with only a small slip.

With the small slip the shaft is then rotating at a

rate greater than the desired run speed. The excitation

frequency is then stepped down to the run frequency. As

the rotor slows down it gets “caught” by the new stator

field and locks into synchronism . Once lock is attained

the stator currents are reduced from the ori ginal .5

amperes down to about .25 amperes in order to obtain a

hi gher efficiency.

Using either start algorithm it is possible to run the

system up to synchronous speed. However , there are several

inherent problems with open loop operation.

One of the major problems associated with a hysteresis

synchronous mo tor gyro drive is its tendency to be extremely

underdamped at synchronous speeds. In other words, if a

torque transient or stator excitation transient occurs in

the system , the shaft will oscillate about its expected ro-

tational vector for a considerable amount of tim6. If one
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time—averages this signal over a long enough period the

error will reduce to zero. If instantaneous readings are

required this is not possible.

An experiment was performed to document the 2 motor

system ’s transient response to a torque step applied to 4
the shaft. Both current and voltage source drives were

used. The steady state rotational frequency of the shaft

was 100 Hz. The steady state load torque was 50,000 dyne

cm. The pulse of torque added an extra 11,500 dyne cm for

approximately six seconds and then removed it. For this size

step, the minimum open loop current drive to the motor

was .26 amperes per phase. Anything less resulted in a

loss of sync. When run with a voltage source , the mini-

mum voltage was 25 Vrms.

The rotational displacement angle of the shaft can

be modelled as

Oshaft (t )  = w~ t - 0
1

(t )

where w5 is the synchronous velocity and 01,(t )  is the

hunting angle. Therefore

- dO
~shaft 

— w5 + 
1

dt
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The pictures in Figure 15 are a plot of this in-

stantaneous —i. as the motors are subjected to the torque

pulse. The traces indicate how far from sync speed the

shaft rotational velocity actually is at that moment.

As can be observed , the voltage source drive pro-

vides slightly more damping than the current stage al-

though the difference is negligible . This gives ex-

perimental verification for the analysis presented in

section 3.2 that predicted the damping effect of the in-

duction motor at synchronous speeds.

Although the hunting is reduced over that of a hys-

teresis synchronous system which is virtually undamped ,

it is still not acceptable for the intended applications.

As will be shown in section 8, closed loop back EMF con-

trol reduces this hunting significantly and increases

the efficiency of the system as well.

There are drawbacks to the open loop system

other than the hunting . For maximum efficiency , it is

desired that the PM motor be run at a torque angle of

90° (see section 2). In an open loop situation this is

impossible since it leaves no torque margin for transients

that inevitably will occur. Thus it must be run at less
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FIGURE 15: Rotor Hunting In the Open Loop System When

Disturbed by A Torque Pulse Applied To Shaft
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than 90° which means there is a greater current required

and consequently more resistive losses. The efficiency

is reduced considerably depending upon how much of a

sa fe ty  marg in is desired .

A s has been sta ted , if the current used is 0.26 A ,

a torque step of 11500 dyne - cm can be tolerated . Any

greater torque has a good probabil i ty of knocking the

system •~ut of synchronous lock . A t rans ien t  in the

stator exci tation f requency wil l  do the same . Once ou t

of synchronism this system must be reset and restarted .

Therefore , some sensor is required that can determine if

and when sync is lost. It must then recycle the control

system.

The hunt ing, low e f f i c iency, rc~~u i rement  for  a loss

of synchronism sensor , inabil i t y  t~ hold sync and run-up

difficulties all contribute to making the open loop scheme

unreliable. It is for these reasons that the decision was

made to implement the closed loop back EMF control scheme

that become the principal objective of this project.
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• Chapter 6

Theory of Closed Loop Operation

The basic restriction for the control scheme of the

series motor system is that it must be able to operate the

motors through either the standard four flex lead inter-

f ace or through the optional rotary transformers. A shaft

position transducer such as a Hall - effect device placed

on the float cannot be used since it would require more

connections.

It is possible , technically , to place all the control

electronics or a control multiplexer on the float. However ,

engineering problems associated with thermal e f fec t s ,

packaging , and circuit stability preclude this.

6 .1 Control Scheme

The technique used for commutating the two motor

system was originally developed by D. Fulton~ His system

was designed for just a single permanent magnet motor

powered through flex leads. Nevertheless the principle re-

mains the same for the series system. If the back EMF of

the PM motor can be sensed , then as was shown in section

• 2.2, it would provide all the unambiguous information that

is needed for commutating and controlling the speed of the

motors.
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As previously, derived , the back EMF of each winding

is a sinewave proport ional to the rate of change of the

flux linked by that winding . It leads the flux by 90°. For

• maximum efficiency, the permanent magnet motor is run at a

900 torque angle. This means one must inject current into

• each stator winding in such a way that it is 90° away from

the PM rotor flux. Combining this requirement with the

characteristics of the back voltage gives the control

algorithm first suggested by Fulton :
6

Sense back EMF of a PM motor winding and

fo rce the current in that winding to be
in phase with the back EMF. In this way

the motor is commutated at a 90° torque

angle .

6.2 Sensing PM Motor Back EMF

If the motors are run synchronously, as they would

be in closed loop mode, the induction motor can be approx-

imated as a resistance and inductance in series wi th  a

small noise term . The PM motor can likewise be approxi-

mated as a resistor and inductor in series with a voltage

source, the generated back EMF .

Figure 16 shows the technique used to determine the

PM back EMF even while the system is excited. The voltage

ref lected at the motor terminals is very nearly equal to

the sum of the impedance drops and the back EMF . The im-
—84 —
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pedances can be reasonably well modelled for both motors.

The induction motor does have some cross coupling between

phases which introduce some distortion. With balanced

supplies , however , this distortion can be kept negligible.

By sensing the terminal current and voltage and per-

forming the indicated scaling and subtraction one can thus

obtain the back EME signal.

The system also employs an integrator . This stage

performs several useful functions. The back EMF is a sine

wave proportional in amplitude to the rotational frequency.

The gain of an integrator is inversely proportional to

frequency . The output of the sensing circuit is thus a

sine wave with a constant amplitude over a wide range of

speeds. The integrator also acts as a filter to attenuate

any high frequency noise.

At gyro speeds of 24,000 to 45,000 rpm the back volt-

age is at least an order of magnitude greater than the

impedance drops and induction motor interference. Thus ,

the control scheme is very compatible and works well with

the combination motor system . Also, with the strong perman-

an t magnet s available today as well  as the capabi l i ty  of

running the PM motor at a 90° torque angle , the motor cur-

rents can be kept low (approximately 200 ma/phase for a

torque requirement of 50,000 dyne-cm) . This gives a marked

improvement in gyro e f f i c i ency  over hysteresis  synchronous

motor systems and the open loop series motor system.
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6.3 Description of Entire Control System

Figure 17 is a block diagram of the entire control

system. Note that the system senses the EMF in both

phases. It then integrates these signals and uses the

resultant sine waves as the main component driving the

motor supplies.

The phase A and B currents are

‘A = cos 0 (t)

‘B = I sin 0 (t)

where 10 is determined by the system and (3 (t) is simply

the instantaneous angle of the input signal.

The recovered back EMF ’s, with 90° commutation , are

VA = K 0 cos 0

VB = - K,~, 0 sin 0

where K is the back EMF proportionality constant. These

• signals are then integrated to give constant amplitude sine

• waves. However, phase A is negated while phase B is not.

The integrator outputs are

Vl
= _ K

2 f V A
d t = _ K

vK2 sin O

V2 = K
2 f V8dt = 1’v1

~2 
cos 0

where K2 is simply a gain term.
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These constant amplitude signals form the basic

signal driving the power stages. V1 drives stage B and

V2 stage A. Commutation is performed by scaling these

currents with a weighting function. The magnitude of

the input currents to the motor is controlled by the

speed control error ~ . This error component is gen-

erated by squaring up one of the back EMF signals and

phase locking it to the system clock.

H(s) is a compensation network which insures sta-

bility and a well—damped response to disturbances to the

• system.

There is also an open loop start circuit provided .

At start two quadrature signals at 1/4 sync frequency

are provided as the basic current drive signals. These are

multiplied by the maximum error signal since the system is

out of sync. This weighted signal then provides the de-

sired maximum current (approximately 500 ma) to the induc-

tion motor which enables it to overcome starting friction

and magnetic drag. Once the system is up to about 15 to

20% of its sync frequency , the back EMF signal is suff i-

ciently dominant to enable the system to switch to closed

• loop control.
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Chapter 7

Circuit Implementation

An objective of this thesis was to investigate the

feasibility of the series motor configuration for gyro

drive applications . In light of this goal , the electronic

systems designed for the tests were perhaps more complex

than those that would actually be used. Operational blocks

which could have been combined were kept separate . For ex-

ample , the back EMF recovery system and the following inte-

gration stage could probably have been built with one op amp.

This modularization and expansion permitted design

flexibility . One could easily vary the characteristics of

only one stage to see what effects this produced on the

system response. Now that the concept has been verified ,

more compact and efficient systems could be devised.

7.1 Back EMF Recovery

A practical circuit for recovering one phase of the

PM motor back EMF is shown in Figure 18. This circuit

differentially senses the current into and the voltage at

the motor terminals , scales them , performs the necessary

subtraction , and then integrates the final signal.

The voltage is sensed directly from the motor term-

inal of the series motor system . The current is sensed

indirectly by differentially sensing the voltage across two

small resistors in series with the motors.
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The first stage primarily performs the sensing , scal-

ing and subtraction while adding a gain term. The pole on

the voltage inputs is set at the resistive/inductive (R/L)

pole of the motor combination . The second stage performs

a partial integration of both signals with a zero at the

same R/L point. The cascade of the two stages therefore

fully integrates the voltage and integrates the current

only up to the R/L frequency. This is consistent with

the integrated back EMF equation of Figure 16. The

algori thm was performed in this manner to obviate the need

to build a differentiator for the current term . The

final output is of constant amplitude as the motor runs

up to synchronism.

This circuit is a simplified version of the system

actual ly  implemented (Appendix C). Due to the high noise

content of the switching power stages it was necessary

to add several low pass filters to the network.

7.1.1 Design Considerations

Noise is the biggest factor in the design of tnis

unit. The integrated back EMF ’s are the signals used as

the fundamental drive components to the power stages. If

these signals ha ve phase jitter or amplitude oscillations ,

motor current noise will be produced . This not only varies

the thermal input to the gyro but also , as was observed , if

the noise is severe enough, synchronous lock can be lost.
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As shown in the control scheme diagram of Figure 17,

both back EMF signals must be recovered. Although one sig-

nal contains enough information to both commutate the motors

and control their speed , the manufacture of a quadrature

sine wave to drive the other phase would unnecessarily

complicate the electronics.

This design will work with either a linear or switch—

ing power stage. A switching stage requires heavier

filtering but the basic concept is the same. A quasi -

linear supply would require much less filtering but this

type of supply may be incompatible with the higher in-

ductance of the two motor system.

7.2 Commutation

The stator field of the PM motor can be viewed as a

rotating vector having direction and magnitude. The com-

mutating circuit forces this vector to have a preset

average phase displacement from the poles of the rotating

permanent magnet rotor. This is accomplished by scaling

the magnitude and frequency of the A and B phases of the

motor.

The magnitude is controlled by the error signal from

the speed control loop. The stator vector frequency (po-

sition) is controlled by the commutation signal coming

—9 3—



from the back EMF recovery circuits. Since these networks

are tracking the rotor displacement, the PM rotor cannot

vary the average torque angle. If the rotor is hit with

a torque transient and retards, the commutation circuit

retards the angle of the stator field in a similar manner .

An average torque angle is maintained at all times. This

angle is set at 90 electrical degrees for maximum efficiency .

7.3 Power Stage

The principal tradeoff in the design of the commuta-

tion system and power stage is motor efficiency and ripple

torque versus circuit complexity . In the original design

of the control electronics for a gyro wheel powered by just

a PM motor, the tradeoff favored maximum simplicity .

The series combination system also favors simplicity

but it gives the designer a wider choice of methods. The

larger inductance of the new system permits the use of a

switching power stage which improves system performance ,

increases circuit efficiency, and is simpler than the

quasi — linear supply used in the original project.

The system chosen for this feasibility study is

actually a variant of the power stage used to drive hysteresis

synchronous motors in another inertial navigation System .
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Instead of a pulse width modulation design with its limited

dynamic range, a pulse ratio concept was implemented .

The power stage is a switching supply operating at a

nominal (quiescent) frequency of 35 KHz. It uses pulse

ratio modulation to deliver the required current to the

load. It incorporates both voltage and current feedback

and can operate over a wide range of voltage supplies. It

also employs several different means for insuring that no

overlap between switches occurs.

7.3.1 Basic Circuit

Figure 19 gives an operational schematic for one of

the power stages. As can be seen, the system is actually

an H switch with the motor load forming the horizontal bar

of the H.
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In operation, switches Hi and H4 are closed together

and H2 and H3 likewise. The two pair of switches alter-

nately open and close applying positive then negative

(reversed) voltage across the load . For a positive current

in the direction of the arrow in the Figure , Hi and H4

are closed for a longer time than H2 and H3 during one

cycle.

With an inductive load, current cannot change in-

stanteneously. If current is flowing as shown in the dia-

gram, then when Hi and H4 open, the voltage across the

load flips and forward biases D2 and D3 in order to main-

tain current continuity. The current will then exponen-

tially die down. Even if 112 and 113 turn on , the current

will continue to flow through D2 and D3 until the induc-

tor ’s energy is depleted. Once this occurs, the current

will reverse.

The actual circuit incorporates a time delay between

the turn—off of one pair of switches and the turn—on of

the others. This provides approximately a 5 to 6 psec de-

lay between transistor turn-off and transistor turn—on.

The delay allows for the decay of stored charge in the

previously saturated transistors.

7.3.2 Feedback Control Loop and Current Command

The power stage uses both voltage and current feed-
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back in order to develop the required pulse ratio modulated

waveform. Primarily a little voltage feedback is used to

lower the current loop gain and stabilize the loop and to

set the quiescent frequency of 35 KHz. The current feedback

and current command inputs are used to vary the quiescent

pulse widths to obtain the desired current waveform.

The basic control structure is pictured in Figure 20.

The voltage is sensed differentially at the load terminals.

The current is sensed indirectly by differentially measur-

ing the voltage drop across two small resistors placed in

series with the load. These resistors have a value of

l~ each.
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is a triangular wave which ramps up until the

hysteresis switch triggers. This reverses the polarity on

the load. Then V0~~ ramps down to its symmetrical negative

value . The equation for V0~~ 
is

V0~~ = - (~~~~~~
-
~~~ f(V

~
-
~5

)dt+
~~~ 

f(~ -I)dt+~~~ f ( V ~~ -~~~~) d t )  7.1

As sta ted , the voltage sets the quiescent pulse fre-

quency or pulse width . When the current command inputs

are zero (V~ -~7~ = 0 )  it is desired that ‘load average =

Wi th an inductive load and a high enough switching frequency

one can make the assumption that when L~V1 = 0 , ‘load is

instantaneously zero. The equation for V0~~ then becomes

~~~~ = - ~~~~~~~~~ ~ (V5-V )dt 7.2

The hysteresis on the comparator is + 2 . 5  volts. With

a desired square wave as the quiescent pu lse , V0~~ will

ramp from -2 .5  to 2 . 5  in 1/2 a period . Therefore ,

i T/2
— 

~~~~~~~~~ I (V 5—V 5 ) d t  = 5 7.3
1 0

Wi th f quiescent = 35 Kh z , T is known . By choosing

the requi red V~ one can then determine R1 and C to meet

the requirements.

The desired transfer function of the power stage is

Iout 
= 0 .1 amp/volt 7.4

in
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If is 1 volt then ‘out = 0.1 amperes. In

this situation one can make the approximations that over

1 period,

VSaverage = Vout 
= 0

average

Therefore , if R sense = 1Q , the equation for V0~~ becomes

T T
V0~~ 

= — 
~~~~~~~~~ I (l-0)dt+~ --~ I (.l-0)dt = 0 7.5
3 o  2 0

Therefore ,

1 _ 0.1 7 6R3C R 2C

or

R3 
= b R 2 7.7

With these relations, equations 7.3 , 7.4 and 7.7,

the final component values can be determined.

The system does have a flaw. Its loop gain is

controlled by the ratio of voltage feedback to current

feedback. Therefore, with the PM motor generating a

back ENF proportional to frequency , the loop gain

gets smaller as the rotational or excitation fre—

quency of the system increases. This problem can be

minimized by choosing the feedback ratio carefully.

The speed control loop can then compensate for the

remaining sensitivity .
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7.3.3 Protection Devices

The final version of the circuit actually implemented

is shown in Appendix C. Although there is no overload pro-

tection circuit as would exist in a design intended for an

actual inertial platform , the circuit does incorporate sev-

eral protection elements whose functions are not entirely

obvious at first sight.

Figure 21 is a schematic of the lower right switch

of the basic H switch configuration . It will be referenced

in the following discussion of the protective measures

used .

The first problem that can arise in the operation of

the circuit is dynamic shoot-through. Assume a negative

current is being commanded (negative with respect to the

arrow in Figure 19). The relevant waveforms are drawn in

Figure 22.

In this situation no current ever flows through Ql

since the current in the load never goes above zero. If,

when the upper switch turns back on, the collector-base

capacitance of Ql and Q2 were not charged up, the transis-

tors could actually turn-on due to the large voltage step

at their collectors.

The protection circuit prevents this. When current

is flowing through D3, V1< 0 by one diode drop . This
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means that VB 0 which disable the darlington pair by

drawing the drive current away from the bases through Dl.

This allows current to flow through R1 to charge the

collector junction capacitances thereby preventing the

shoot-through. If ‘load does go to zero while the command

to turn Qi is still on , then V1 becomes greater than zero

and VB is allowed to rise. The command is enabled and

Qi turns on.

Another problem that can arise when the circuit is

operating concerns multiple reverse current paths. When-

ever I~ < 0, current flows through D3. However, if D2

were not also present then some current could also flow

through the collector base junction of 01 saturating this

device. When the voltage reversed , the upper switch turns

on, these devices could still have some stored charge and

therefore turn—on. This would create virtually a dead

short between V~ and ground .

7.4 Speed Control Loop

The speed loop was pictured in its entirely in Figure

17. It is a phase locked - loop that locks the squared up

back EMF of one phase of the PM motor to the phase of a

clock. The angular velocity of the rotor is thus con-

trolled exactly through the control of the angular position

—104—
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of the rotor . The control when properly compensated also

insures a well-damped rotor response with little or no

hunting.

7.4.1 Phase/Frequency Detector

The critical requirement of the motor control loop

is that the phase detector be able to reliably achieve

proper acquisition . It should not lock onto subharmonics

and should also provide the maximum accelerating torque

signal when the system is not at run speed.

The use of a phase/frequency detector accomplishes

these goals. The design chosen is the same as the system

developed by D. Fulton6 to run the feasibility PM motor.

Its principle of operation is presented in Figure 23.

The heart of the detector is a 3 stage shift right!

left register whose center bit is monitored. One input

clocks the register left at a rate proportional to rotor

speed trying to p1ac~ a 1 in the center bit. The other

signal clocks right at a rate proportional to the

commanded speed and fills the register with zeroes. When

the gyro is at its run speed (the commended speed) , the

shift left-shift right clock frequencies are the same.

The shift left and right operations then alternate . The

duty cycle of the center bit is thus proportional to the

phase difference between the clocks when the gyro is at :1

synchronous speed.
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If two successive clock pulses occur on any input ,

either the rotor is rotating too fast or too slow. The

center bit becomes constant at a one or zero respectively

and it remains constant until two successive clock inputs

occur on the other input. This implies that there will al-

ways be at least one overshoot of the rotor velocity as it

runs up to sync in order to knock the detector out of its

frequency mode into its phase detector mode.

Figure 24 is the actual implementation of the detec-

tor. It uses a readily available shift right register with

a parallel input. The two inputs are converted to pulses

by the monostables. The monostable outputs are needed to

form a joint clock which toggles the shift register on the

trailing edge. The front edge determines whether a 1 or

o will be loaded into the register.

While the motors are being run up to sync , it is

possible that two pulses may overlap. A clock pulse could

then conceivably be lost. It will not adversely affect the

run-up except for perhaps an extra transient speed over-

shoot just before synchronous operation . During steady

state operation the pulses are 1800 apart and this problem

will not occur.
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7.4.2 Speed Loop Compensation

As far as speed 1oop stability is concerned , the motor

dynamics can be modelled as virtually pure inertial since

bearing friction is very low. The speed loop therefore

requires compensation in order to achieve the proper phase

and gain margin for stable closed loop operation .

Figure 25 is a diagram of the speed compensation cir-

cuit. The logic signal from the phase/frequency detector

is converted to a symmetrical waveform using analog switches

(DG191). This waveform is then applied to the op amp stage

which filters out noise and adds a ripple cancelling term.

The small signal compensation is provided by an ct lead net-

work at the front end of the op amp .

The linear block diagram for the entire system including

the motor dynamics appears in Figure 26. This diagram , how-

ever does not include the damping effect around synchronism

due to the induction motor. The response of the system is

therefore slightly closer to being critically damped than

the closed loop response in Figure 27 indicates.

Also shown in the speed lock circuit (Figure 25) is a

bias resistor which sets the operating point of the system .

With the operating point chosen such that the clock and the

back EMF signals are 180° out of phase , the digital speed
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error signal will be a square wave. The large ac ripple

of this wave can then be cancelled by subtracting from it

a symmetric ( about 0 volts) version of the clock signal.

This reduces the amount of filtering required.

The circuitry that implements this ripple cancelling

function is also shown in Figure 25.

7.5 Starting Circuit

It is desired for simplicity ’s sake to keep the

number of input clock signals to a minimum . In an actual

45,000 rpm gyro drive system using 8 pole motors the clock

sync freqtiency would be 3000 Hz. The start frequency,

on the other hand , would be around 100 Hz to enable the

induction motor to develop the required starting torque.

This signal can be synthesized by counting down the sync

signal. Only one input clock signal is then needed.

Since gas bearings were not available , the synchron-

ous rotor frequency used on the test stand was 100 Hz (6000

rpm). The clock sync frequency was therefore a 400 Hz logic

signal. For the 100 Hz starting waveform two sinusoidal

signals in quadrature are required. The 400 Hz waveform

is first divided by 2 using a flip-flop. Both the Q and

• —113—
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~ outputs of the flip-flop are then divided by 2 again .

This results in 2-100 Hz logic signals with one signal 90°

phase shifted from the other. The relevant waveforms are

shown in Figure 28.

~~ J L~J~LfLPJ
(Q) I T h~~~~~~~J~
÷2
(fl- )

Phase A

Phase ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FiGURE 28: Start Circuit Waveforms

The two logic signals are then converted to symmetric

+ V waveforms using a DG 191 analog switch. The funda-
— p

mental of this waveform is a 100 Hz sinusoid in phase with

the square wave with a peak value given by

V1 
= ~~

- V~ = 1.273 Vp.
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There is no second harmonic and the third is given by
4V

V = —
~~~ = 0.4244 V3 3rr p

The two symmetric square waves are filtered to atten-

uate the harmonics and then amplified to obtain the de-

sired signal amplitude .

The actual start circuit utilized in this project

appears in Appendix C Figure Cl.

7.6 Speed/Position Sensor

In order to obtain a signal related to the back EMF

position and frequency but independent of the electrical

network in which the motors ran, a photo-detector speed

sensor was placed on the motor shaft. In essence the

device is a circular disc divided into 8 equal sections

about the periphery . Four alternate sections were then

cut out of the disc to let light pass through . A small

light was placed on one side of the disc with a photo

darlington on the other .

As the shaft rotates the darlington generates a

square wave with a frequency equal to 4 times the rotor

rotational velocity . For the eight pole motors used ,
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this frequency corresponds to the system electrical

excitation frequency . Hence it can be set to reflect

the flux position of the PM rotor.

To overcome the noise introduced by ambient light

and to get a good squared up signal, the instantaneously

generated waveform is compared to its average value

through a comparator . The resulting signal is then con-

verted to TTL logic levels for further processing (Appen-

dix C, Figure C2).

7.7 Tachometer Circuit

The speed sensor produces a square wave. The tach-

ometer circuit takes this signal and converts it into a

dc level proportional to rotor speed. For every falling

edge of the square wave , a monostable multivibrator with

fixed pulse width output is triggered. The greater the

number of triggerings per second , the greater the dc

output level of the monostable . This signal is then

added to a high pass filtered version of its complement

to remove the ac ripple component. The resulting signal 4

is then low pass filtered to give a low ripple dc out-

put.

Because of the high gain in the transfer function ,

2.5 Hz/volt, the final output stage is used to cancel any
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steady state component that is not required . This pre-

vents op amp saturation . For example , when observing

the open hunting of the system around its sync hronous

speed of 100 Hz it is necessary to cancel the steady

state dc term caused by the 100 Hz rotation . In this

way only the transients which are the desired data are

recorded .

The primary restriction on the system is the fact

that it needs a high enough bandwidth to be able to

respond to the fastest rotor transient expected. In

l ight  of this, the bandwidth was set at 15 Hz. The

• schematic d.i~gram for thQ circuit appears in Figure C3 of

Appendix C.

7.8 Complete System

The actual circuit implementation of the back EMF

sensor and speed control loop appears in Appendix C, Fig-

ure 4. Its various operational blocks, previously de-

scribed in this text, are labeled to show the inter connec-

tions.

The pulse ratio modulation power stage circuitry is

depicted in Figur9 C5 of Appendix C.
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Chapter 8

Back EMF Control - Test Results

The entire series motor combination — back EMF con-

trol structure was tested for its response to various

transients , its ability to start and run the system up to

sync , and for its steady state characteristics. Also ,

whenever possible, comparable tests were performed on the

system with the induction motor replaced by its equivalent

synchronous inductance and resistance in order to deter-

mine the induction motor ’s influence on synchronous op-

eration.

The tests performed included:

1. Measuring motor starting torque.

2. Characterizing the run-up of the system

from the moment of switch—over to closed

loop control to the attainment of synchron-

ous run frequency .

3. Recording the response of the system to

step transients in the phase of the clock

signal -

4. Recording the response of the system to

pulses of torque applied to the shaft .

- 
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5. Observing the re-attainment of the back

EMF signals when the signals are moment-

arily lost.

The results of these tests are also compared to the

open loop series motor combination tested previously.

After the tests on the basic system verified its

capabilities , the circuits parameters were adjusted to

run the motors through a transformer interface. The hollow

core rotary transformers were not readily available. Tape

wound cores constructed of orthonal were substituted . The

reconfigured system was then qualitatively tested for its

operating characteristics.

1 8.1 System Starting -

Figures 29 and 30 are graphs of the experimentally

measured induction mtoor starting torque versus current

and starting torque versus frequency respectively. Since

the steady state running torque was approximately 50,000

dyne.cm , the desired start torque was about 3 times this

or 150,000 dyne.cm. As implied by the graphs and veri-

fied by tests, the required current was approximately

0.52 peres at a frequency of 100 Hz.

With this current level, the motors quickly came

up to 25% run speed at which point the system was

switched from open loop to back EMF control. The

switching from open loop to closed loop control was
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performed manually using several switches built into the

breadboard for this purpose. In an actual system the

switching would be performed automatically.

8.2 System Run-Up

In order to record the closed—loop synchronous pull-

in as well as to determine the run-up time, the unit was

observed , with the aid of the speed sensor/tachometer

F circuits , as it accelerated up to and locked onto syn-

chronous speed.

Figure 31a is a photograph of the instantaneous

rotor frequency as the motors accelerated from 90 Hz to 100

Hz. As can be observed , the pull—in , as explained in

section 7.4, requires at least one overshoot to switch

the phase/frequency detector into its phase detecting

mode. Once into phase mode, the system rapidly damps the

hunting of the shaft.

Figure 31b is a photo of the same run-up but with

each phase of the induction motor replaced by a resistor

and inductor. The induction motor contributes to the

dynamic damping of the system whereas the R-L circuit

does not. The run-up is obviously faster and the sys-

tern is less damped as shown by the greater number of

hunting oscillations of the motor shaft about the sync

frequency .
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The back EMF system was able to run the motors up

to sync from a starting velocity as low as 5% of sync

speed. Synchronous lock was achieved and maintained for

various shaft torque requirements up to the limits of the

power stages’ capabilities.

8.3 Response of the System to Transients in Phase of

Clock Signal

In a radiation environment it is possib].e to tempor-

arily lose the controlling clock signal or for the clock

signal to have an instantaneous phase jump. If a jump

of moderate size (90°) occurs in a hysteresis synchronous

system there is hunting but sync is maintained . If a large

jump knocks the gyro out of synchronous lock , the hys-

teresis synchronous motor will reacquire synchronism auto-

matically .

In the 2 motor open loop system, which was run at a

low current level for better efficiency, sync was usually

lost after a moderate (90°) phase jump. The closed loop

system maintained sync and exhibited little hunting.

The test performed entailed using two clock signals,

one leading the other by 90°. Using a simple switch , the

input to the motor controls was alternated between the

two waveforms while the system response was being moni-

tored. Figure 32a is the rotor response for the back EMF

controlled series motor system. Figure 32b is the response

with the induction motor removed.
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It is obvious that there is little hunting in the

system. The damping provided by the induction motor

is also apparent when comparing the two photographs.

8.4 Response of System to Torque Pulses

As in the open loop system test, a torque pulse of

11.500 dyne cm was applied to the synchronously rotating

motor shaft using the hysteresis synchronous motor. The

system transient response appears in Figure 33a. This

photo has the same dimensions as those taken for the

open loop torque pulse response shown in Figure 15. Note

the dramatic reductions in hunting. Figure 33b is an ex--

panded version of Figure a. The jitter apparent in the

photo is a noise term inherent in the measuring circuit.

Figures 34a and b are the same situations as in

Figure 33 with the induction motor removed once

The system was also subjected to a torque pulse of

35000 dyne cm. The open loop system fell out of sync

every time with this large transient. The back EMF con-

trolled system exhibited at most two overshoots before

settling into synchronous operation again.

The closed loop system has therefore been shown to

maintain a well damped response when subjected to large

torque transients. The performance shows a marked irn —

provement over the open loop system as well as over the

hysteresis synchronous system.
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8.5 Efficiency Calculations

The motors driving a gyro wheel perform no useful

work at sync. Their only function is to maintain gyro

speed by overcoming windage and bearing friction . Any

losses other than these two are therefore con..idered to

be a reduction in motor efficiency and an increase in ther-

mal load on the float. These losses include magnetic drag

of the motors, resistive losses in the windings, core

losses, and losses due to harmonics of the input wave-

form. The harmonics can cause negative torques that must

be overcome. They also contribute to resistive losses.

Tt is desired to keep these losses low and constant.

This limits thermal drift of the gyro and fleips to main-

tain a constant current requirement into the motor.

In the actual test system used in the project , the

PM resistance was approximately 9.0~ per phase and the in-

duction motor synchronous resistance was 5.2c~/phase. The

input currents at a sync speed of 100 Hz were approximately

.2 amperes per phase. The bearing and windage friction

and magnetic drag created a torque requirement of 50~000

dyne. cm at sync . Neglecting harmonic and core losses

which can be made negligibly small with good motor and

power stage design) the efficiency of the system was
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T w
8.8

Tw +2 (I’R)
S

— 3.14 watts — 734 8 9— 
3.14 + 1.136 

—

If one were to use this system with gas bearings

whose damping friction could conceivably be 50,000 dyne

cm at a speed of 30,000 rpm , the input current require-

ment would be the same as for the test systems. The

efficiency would then be

50,000 dyne cm x ~~~~ 
nt.m •2ri 500 Hzdyne cm

2(.22 14~ 2) + (50000 x l0~~ •2 iT 500)

= .933 8.10

Once again this does not take into account stray

losses, core losses, or harmonic losses. The actual

value will therefore be 1~ ss than this.

For comparison ’s sake the open ioop system run at

100 Hz is operating at an efficiency of

3 14r I _  2 — = .62 8.11
3.14 + 2 (.26 l4~ 2)

Hysteresis synchronous motor efficiency when run at

gyro speeds, on the other hand , is approximately 0.30. The

improvement provided by the new systems is obvious.
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8.6 Addition of Transformers

The transformers used were slightly too small. The

small wire size required therefore had a higher resistance

than would normally be encountered in a gyro system. Its

total resistance per phase including the secondary winding

was 38Q. This considerably reduced system efficiency

(motor and transformers) on the test stand to about 40%.

At norma l gyro veloci ties and wi th bet ter t r ans fo rmers ,

this is expected to improve to about 80%.

As f a r  as performance is concerned , quantitat ive

data were not recorded with the interface in place . It

was apparent , though , that the system’s response was de-

graded somewhat. Since the back ENF was no longer dominant

over the resistive drop the sensitivity of the system to

parameter variations showed a marked increase . Once

again , with better transformers and higher back EMF ’s due

to higher speeds this problems should be virtually elim-

inated.

The main performance differences appeared primarily

in the system ’s susceptibility to noise . Heavier filter-

ing on the back EMF recovery stages was required to elim-

m ate the high frequency interference. Also , a low fre-

quency additive oscillation was introduced into the back

EMF signal when the model for the circuit resistances and

inductances was slightly off. It was necessary to add a
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high pass filter to the back EMF stages to attenuate this.

Starting the system was no problem . The 100 Hz

start signal did not adversely affect the interface . Run-

up took longer since slightly less current was available

due to the transfer losses in the transformers. The sys—

tern response to transients was slightly more underdamped .

One or two more oscillations were apparent before the

steady state value was re-attained. This could probably

be rectified with a change in the speed loop compensation

network .

In summary , the transformer interface posed no in-

surmountable problems to the successful operation of the

gyro power drive . Synchronous lock was reached and main-

tained over a variety of operating conditions.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Recommendations

~.l Conclusion

As stated in the original proposal , the purpose o~

this project was to evaluate the feasibility of the series

motor combination for future gyro applications. Within

the limited scope of the time and equipment available it

is believed that this end was accomplished .

The two motor systems exhibited several problems

when ope rated in an open ioop configuration. It had

d i f f icult ies in locking into sync. The run up from start

was undependable . The transient hunting at sync was un-

acceptably underdamped . The requirement for  a sensor to

detect loss of synchronous lock further complicated the

gyro float.

The closed ioop back EMF series motor system , on

the other hand , was shown to have many operational ad—

vantages over both the open loop system and the hys-

teresis synchronous motor system. It was more efficient ,

provided a faster and more reliable run-up , exhibited a

much better damped transient response (little hunting),

and always required the same current input for the de-

sired torque output. The system overcomes virtually all

of the faults of the older gyro drives. Furthermore ,

although the new configuration introduces its own inherent
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pr~bicms, e.g. starting , it has been shown that they can

be overcome with little loss in performance.

The closed loop system exhibits attributes similar to

Fulton ’s feasibility PM motor system with several extra

capabilities. The power drive systems,since it can now

be a switching stage ,can be made more efficient then the

quasi-linear stage employed previously. The system can

also be run quite effectively through a transformer in-

terface which heretofore presented severe starting lim-

itations. The induction motor, since it provides some

damping at sync, actually gives the system a better

transient response.

The transformer interface was not thoroughly tested.

yet , enough observations were performed to show that the

entire system could operate through the interface with

little degradation in performance.

Based upon the results of the tests performed in this

project it appears that the back EMF controlled series

motor combination drive system is a viable alternative to

the present hysteresis synchronous drives. It would re-

duce thermal drift instabilities , hunting instabilities ,

and would simplify the starting and stopping procedures.

If the mechanical problems associated with a 2 motor drive
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(or a single,dual function rotor) can be overcome , the

system could significantly improve inertial guidance sys-

tems.

9.2 Recommendations for Future Study

The scope of the project was limited due to the time

and equipment that was available. To further assess the

system ’s capabili t ies and l imitat ions it is bel ieved tha t

the following tests would be appropriate .

1. Run the device in an actual gyro gas bearing with an

inertial load similar to that of an actual gyro . This

would enable one to use speeds of 24,000 to 45,000 rpm .

The transient response and long-term stability would

then closely match those of an actual gyro .

2. Investigate the possibility of placing the permanent

magnet on the same structure as the induction cage . It

is believed the electrical and torque characteristics

of this configuration would be similar to that of the

series motor system. The space required would be al-

most half that of the 2 motor design which would

make it similar in size to present systems. It is

not known if the mechanical instabilities of such an

inhomogeneous rotor would cause significant problems.
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3. Investigate the mechanical, torque, and electrical

properties of both the hollow core and air gap rotary

transformers to assess their applicability to an in-

ertial platform . The air gap device may exert un-

cornpensatible error torques while the hollow core

transformers make the float inaccessible for general

maintenance.
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APPENDIX A

PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR

A .l PM Motor Parameters and Circuit Model

The permanent magnet motor utilized on the test stand

was a 2-phase, 8-pole machine. The rotor which surrounded

the stator was composed of an alnico ring maanetized for

8 poles. The two phase stator windings were wound with

#32 wire which enabled the device to withstand the high

starting currents without overheating .

The back voltage of the motor versus rotor speed

for phase B appears in figure Al. It is linear , as expected ,

and has a proportionality constant given by

Vb k =O.O27 volts

where ~ is the rotational velocity in radians per second .

At a 90° torque angle , the motor delivers 270,000 dyne~cm

of torque per ampere under balanced operation .

The resistance and inductance of the system had to

be determined in order to correctly sense the back EMF

during normal operation. These parameters were found to

be
R 9 f- /phase L= 1.1 mH/phase.

The entire model for one phase of the motor is shown

in figure A2.
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FIGURE A2: PM Motor Equivalent Circuit Model

A .2 PM Motor Torque

The PM motor ’s torque equations can be developed

with reference to the simplified 2 pole, 2 phase smootn

air gap machine pictured in Figure A3.

The following idealizations are assumed:

1. The leakage fluxes caused by slot , toothtip,

and end turn leakage are negligible.

2. Space harmonics in the air gap field are

negligible.

3. The magnetic fields in the air gap are sinu-

soidal about the circumference .

4. The tangential component of the magnetic field

in the air gap is negligible when compared to

the radial component.
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FIGURE A3 : Simplified 2-Pole, 2-Phase PM Motor

5. The radial gap length g (the clearance between

the rotor and stator) is small when compared

to the radius of the stator or rotor.

The hard permanent magnet in the rotor and the currents

in the stator create magnetic flux in the air gap separating

the two. The rotor flux is in space phase with the PM rotor

and its peaks occur at a given location along the periphery

whenever a magnetic pole of the permanent magnet is dir-

ectly across from that point.
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The rotating stator f lux  field , on the other hand , is

caused by the interaction of the fields set up by the 2

phases of current. If ia=IocOs(u)t + ~~~ ) and ib=Iosin(wt + fl,

then the field will rotate clockwise (see Figure A3)a t  a rate

given by w electrical radians per second. At t=0, and if

the field axis will coincide with the stator field axis

drawn in the Figure. For ~ = 90° it will point straight

down (2 pole machine). Therefore , the position of the

stator field can be controlled by controlling the phase , ~~~,

of the stator currents.

The mutual flux caused by the rotor magnet and stator

currents creates magnetic poles on the two axes as shown •

in Figure A3-b. Torque is produced by the interaction of

these fields as they attempt to align themselves.

Using the preceding idealizations as a basis , the

total air gap field , i.e. the vector sum of stator and

rotor fields, is a radial field , ~ or i~~~, whose intensity

varies with angle around the periphery of the rotor.

The line integral of i~~ (magnetic field intensity) across

the gap reduces simply to ~-g and the resultant mmf of the

system is therefore ,

Ft = H~g A .1

where H and hence Ft is a function of position about the

perimeter of the air gap.
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The mmf waves of the stator and rotor are spatial

sine waves. They can be represented by the space vectors

and Fr as in Figure A3—c. The angle ec~ 
measured in

electrical degrees, is the phase angle between the rnrn f

waves ’ respective magnetic axes. The resultant wave Ft is

therefore also a sine wave with a peak value given by

F = (F 2 + F 
2 - 2F F cos 0 )l/2 A.2t s r s r  0

The peak magnetic f ie ld intens i ty  H peak due to this

wave is

F
H = A.3peak g

The coenergy density at a point in the air gap where

the magnetic field intensity is H is

2H A.4

The coenergy density averaged over the volume of the air

gap is

2W = ~~
— (average value of H

2 2
U0 

H peak U0 
F~

2 4 2 A.5
g

The total coenergy therefore is,

F = ~o~rD~ (F 2~ F 2_ 2F F cos~ )o 4g t 4G s r s r  0

A.6

where D is the average diameter at the air gap, ~ is its

axial  length , and g is the air gap clearance.
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The electromagnetic torque produced by the interaction

of the fields is then

3w0’ ~ 0
iT

T = -
~~

-
~~

—- = 2g FsFrSifl 0 0 A . 7

fo r a 2 pole machine. For a P - pole machine , the torque

becomes

P U 0 1 T DI -T = - - - — —F F  sin O A . 82 2  g s r  0

Torque is thus seen to be proportional to the peak value

of stator and rotor mmf waves and the sine of the elec-

trical space phase angle 00 between them. Equal and op-

posite torques are exerted on stator and i otor.

The preceding equation can be rewritten in a more

useable form by rewriting the rnm f quantities in terms

of stator current amplitude and rotor magnet strength.

For a full pole pitch stator winding distributed in

• several slots, the fundamental rnm f component can be

written as

N
F = ~-K  —

~~~~~~ I A .9
S it w p  a
peak

where Nw is a winding factor, Nph 
is the effective turns

per phase on the stator, P is the number of poles , and

is the peak value of the input current for balanced

• operation.
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• The rotor mmf can be written in terms of the per-

manent magnet ’s strength (Hr) as

Fr Hr g 
A.lO

peak peak

Upon substitution into the torque equation one ob-

tains

T =-p~ D%k I H sin O~w a  r
peak

= 1 < 1  H sin G,, A.lla r
peak

The PM motor torque is thus proportional to the stator

current , the strength of the permanent magnet in the rotor

and the phase angle between the stator and rotor fluxes.
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APPENDIX B

INDUCTION MOTOR - TORQUE SLIP CURVES

The induction motor used was a small 2-phase , 8-pole

machine originally built for a pumping system in an inertial

platform . Its steady—state eouivalent circuit is shown in

figure Bi. Core loss is omitted .

~ -.w~~ —‘-~w~—
5.2 Q 3.7 mH 3.7 m’~

Motor
Terminals 24 mH -

~~
--

~~
-

FIGURE Bi: Steady-State Induction Motor Sing le Phase
Equivalent Circuit Model

The computed torque—slip curves based upon the

equivalent circuit along with the actually measured torque

are plotted in figure B2 for both a constant voltage

source and a constant current source.

At synchronous speeds , each phase of the induction

motor can be modelled as a resistor and inductor in series

with a small noise term . The parameters were found to be

R = 5.2~ L ~~28 mHsyn syn
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Appendix C

Circuit Implementation

The following five prints are the control , power ,

and sensing electronics that were designed , built , and

tested with the 2 motor gyro drive system .

Figure Cl is the circuit that generates the two 100

Hz, quadrature sine waves for starting the systems.

Figures C2 and C3 are the circuits used for obtain-

ing a signal proportional to the rotor velocity .

Figure C4 is the detailed implementation of the back

EMF sensor and control electronics used for driving the

2 motor system.

Figure C5 depicts the pulse-ratio modulation power

stage.
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APPENDIX D

TRANSFORMER INTERFACE

The transformers used were tape wound circular cores

made of 2 mu square orthonol. The effective core cross

sectional area was 0 .686  cm 2 . The case window area was

4.39 cm2 (.865 x io6 circular m i l s) .

These 1 to 1 transformers had 1000 turns on each

winding of #30 wire.

The transformer size was marginal. In an actual

system the interface transformers should be somewhat

larger in core area to overcome the problem of small wire

• size and possible overheating .
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Appendix E

Phase Locked Loop Analogy for the Acquisition of

Synchronism in the Two Motor System

E.l Phase Locked Loop12”3’14

A phase locked ioop is a frequency feedback system

comprised of a phase comparator , low pass filter (LPF),

and an error amplifier in the forward path and a VCO in

the feedback path (see Figure El).

V (t)

~;:rator 
LPF ] )j AMP~

J

~~

V
~
(t) f V (t)

L i v~~t~ j I :—1 vco _______________ • 

-

FIGURE El: Phase Locked Loop Block Diagram

The phase comparator is in actuality a multiplier

circuit that mixes the input signal with the VCO signal.

This mix produces seem and difference frequencies f
~
+f0.

When the loop is in lock, i.e. f0 = 
~~~~~ 

the VCO dupli-

cates the input frequency so that the difference fre-

quency component is zero, while the phase difference has

a DC component. The low pass filter removes the sum fre-

quency component but passes the DC value.
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With no input signal , Vd = 0 and the VCO operates
at a set frequency f0 known as the free running fre-

quency . With an input signal , the phase comparator

compares the phase and frequency of the input with the

VCO frequency and generates an error voltage Ve (t) that

is related to both the phase and frequency d i f ference

between the two signals. Ve is then filtered , amplified ,

and applied to the control terminal of the VCO. Vd

forces the VCO frequency to vary in a direction that re-

duces the frequency difference between f0 and f1

If f. is sufficiently close to f0, the difference

frequency component out of the comparator will pass re—

latively unattenuated through the filter and eventually the

VCO will  synchronize or lock with the incoming signal. Once

locked , there is only a finite phase difference 00

necessary to generate Vd.

E.2 Capture Process

With an input signal , the phase comparator mixes

the input and VCO signals to produce the sum and

difference components already mentioned. If the diff-

erence component falls outside the band edge of the

low pass filter than it is removed and no signal is

transmitted to the VCO. As f. approaches f0, the fre-

quency Af = 
~~ 

-f0 approaches the band edge of the LPF.

Some of it is then transmitted to the VCO which tends
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to drive the VCO towards the frequency of the input

signal which in turn decreases ~f which allows more

information to be passed.

A second way to describe this process is as follows.

Since frequency is the time derivative of phase, the

frequency and phase errors in the loop can be related as

dc~
2itAf = a~

-2- E.l

where tf is the instantaneous frequency separation be-

tween f0 and f1. If the feedback loop of the PLL were

opened, then for a given f1 and f0 the phase comparator

output will be a sinusoidal beat note of frequency f = ~f.

If ~f is small enough , the LPF will not attenuate it. The

• beatnote then would modulate the VCO frequency . If the

loop were then closed, the modulated VCO frequency

• would change the phase/frequency relation between f1 and

and therefore Af would become a function of time. If

during the modulations process the VCO frequency moves

• closer to 
~~ 

which decreases Af , d$/dt would decrease

and the output of the phase comparator becomes a slowly

varying function of time. If the VCO is modulated

away, dq 0/dt increases and Ve becomes a rapidly varying

function of time. Note that since the VCO converts a

voltage to a frequency and frequency is the derivative

of phase , the VCO acts as an integrator in the feedback

path .
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VCO modulat .d ~towa,d” f,

a. Expanded View of Aperiodic Cusps During Capture
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— LOC*I00C~~0ntL

b. Entire Capture Process

FIGURE E2: Phase Detector Output Waveform

As I’LL Acquires Lock

The Ve beat note will then no longer be sinusoidal .

It will be a set of aperiodic cusps. Due to its asymmetry ,

the waveform will have a finite DC component. This

component will tend to push f 0 to When in lock , Af =
O and only a steady-state dc error voltage remains (see

Figure E2).

The system will lock whenever the input frequency

falls within the capture range of the system. By defini-

tion the capture range is the frequency centered about

the VCO free running frequency over which the loop can

acquire lock with the input signal. It depends primarily

upon the band edge of the LPF together with the closed

ioop gain of the system.
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The mathematics of PLL ’s is very complex and neces—

I sarily nonlinear. Hence, expressions predicting capture

range can be derived only for the simplest systems which

employ either no LPF or only a first order system. Most

- equations predicting capture range are therefore empirical

approximations.
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